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Pascal’s famous wager reads in brief: “Let us weigh the gain and the
loss in wagering that God is . . . If you gain, you gain all; if you lose,

you lose nothing. Wager, then, without hesitation that He is.”
The reason behind the wager is whether it is worth living your life as if

eternal life depended on it: if God exists, there is eternal life and redemp-
tion; if He does not, there is just death and oblivion. So if you live well, so
that God, if He exists, will redeem you, then “you gain all.” But if He does
not exist, and you live well anyhow, then you lose nothing, since your life
well lived was worth living in any case.

The problem with believing that God exists, however, is that so does
evil. That is the “theodicy” problem, a term invented by Leibnitz: If God is
good, why is there Evil? How can a good God create a universe in which
there is evil? Since the universe was made by God and God is good, and
yet evil exists, it follows that God is responsible for evil. And how does
that fact feature in eternal life existing or not?

This question introduces the world of formal logical argument, as in
syllogistic reasoning, in which the deductive arguments are presented
somewhat as follows.1 Here is a selection from the total argument:

1. God is omnipotent.
2. God is omnibenevolent.
3. Evil exists.
4. An omnibenevolent God attempts to bring about the best overall

situation it can.
5. An omnipotent God can bring about any logically possible state of

affairs.

* Paper based on a study in a philosophy of religion course taken at Temple University.
† Rev. Erik E. Sandstrom’s current addresses are: P.O. Box 717, Bryn Athyn, PA 19009;

EESandst@newchurch.edu
1 From Gale, On the Nature and Existence of God, 1991, citing Mackie’s and his own

arguments in Chapter 4, pp. 98–178.
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It follows that

6. This actual world is the best of all possible worlds; and
7. Evil only seems to exist.

However, that does not fit experience. Evil does still exist. The conclusion
is faulty. So, try this:

8. An omnibenevolent being tries to eliminate and prevent every mor-
ally unjustified evil.

It follows from this that

9. It is not the case that morally unjustified evil exists.

Again the conclusion does not fit the facts. Such evil still does exist. So

10. Morally unjustified evil exists.

Why? Because there is free will. How? Because

11. God creates free will agents who subsequently chose evil.

And so

12. It is God’s intention to create the best overall situation, the best world
that He can (#4 above).

13. A world containing free persons who freely perform both right and
wrong actions, but for the most part go right, is better than any
possible world devoid of free persons (Gale p. 112).

However, then follow two objections against God creating persons who
always go right, the first called the “incompatibilist premise” that

14. God cannot determine in any way what a created person freely does;
and the second called the “God could be so unlucky” premise that

15. It is logically possible that God is contingently unable to create free
persons who always go right.
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In other words, the universe is such as we behold it, with both good and
evil, plus we know that God cannot create anyone who always “goes
right.” The argument then continues whether freedom is random, or only
from free will? So the query rests between these two conclusions:

a. God can actualize any possible world “w” such that it is logically
consistent that God actualizes “w.”

b. It is possible that God cannot actualize a possible world “w” in which
all free persons always freely go right.

In other words, God has made the universe as we see it, and even though
evil exists, it is still God’s creation. Or, God can make the world we all
observe from experience, and free persons in it do not always go right,
which is why there is evil. But as a consequence of these two conclusions,
comes the logically required twist:

c. Therefore, it is necessary that there is some possible free person that
God cannot actualize.

In other words, God cannot create a free person who always goes right.
This is the “logical” extension of “b” above. However, it is a contradiction
to say both that God can make any world, but then that He cannot make
someone who always goes right!

To solve this dilemma, the arguments become more complex: for
example, any person may or may not do “A,” any given act either good or
evil. If God “instantiates” (the atheological term for “creates”) a person
who may or may not do any act A which is either good or evil, then that
created person is called a “diminished possible person” (DPP). He is a
“Mr. Rogers” type who mostly goes right, but occasionally goes wrong
(Gale, 112). This is a logical way of saying that “no one is perfect!” “To err
is human.” Does that account for evil? It is a conclusion the same as #13
above: “A world containing free persons who freely perform both right
and wrong actions, but for the most part go right, is better than any
possible world devoid of free persons” (Gale p. 112). Most theologians and
“atheologians,” Gale says, are willing to accept this premise, but they
cannot accept “c” above: “It is necessary that there is some possible free
person that God cannot actualize” (ibid.).
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We leave this argument at this juncture, and try to answer the same
questions by introducing New Church concepts, based on Swedenborg’s
theology. For all the above arguments stem from general Christian theo-
logical positions, to wit:

1. God created the universe out of nothing.
2. Because God is infinite, He can create the universe in any out of an

infinite number of ways.
3. Out of infinite number of ways, He can create a universe in which no

evil exists.
4. Out of all the infinite number of ways, He ended up choosing one in

which evil exists.
5. Therefore, the “tree of knowledge” is a “test” for created persons

freely to “go right.”
6. By failing this test, “original sin” condemned mankind ever after.
7. God would destroy it, except the Son of God as the second person

intervened and saved mankind.
8. This is the vicarious atonement: Jesus dying for our sins to satisfy the

anger of the Father.
9. Humans are saved by faith in the Son of God as mediator for salvation.

These orthodox dogmatic points have the outcome of theodicy dis-
cussed above: namely, If God is good, why then is there evil and suffering?
God seems at fault. But if the premises were different, the consequent
arguments would also differ. So here are some new premises, in which
acronyms such as DI is the Divine Itself, G is God, U the universe, et cetera.

DI DI created the universe out of Himself, Ex Ipso, not out of
nothing, Ex Nihilo (ExN).

G God has an infinite number of distinct things which yet make
one unity (not Aristotle’s Prime Mover).

DG There are three discrete degrees or quantum gaps in G, the
Creator.

F/S/HS In the One G are Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, united as soul,
body, saving operation.

U In U there are likewise discrete or quantum gaps, after G’s image
and likeness.
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COR There is a correspondence/correlation between spirit and mat-
ter. G may be seen reflected in U created by G.

N Nothing of G is seen from just observing U, without first having
faith in G (FG).

FG Faith in God lets one see G in U.
WG Knowledge of G is first revealed by G, in the Word of God (WG).
TS Time-Space, TISP or TS are properties belonging to U.
HU Humans (HU) are microcosms reflecting all of U, created by G

out of matter in U.
RM Redemption (RM) has as its purpose the eternal existence for HU

in an afterlife.
Fw All HU have freedom to follow G and WG or not (called F

conditionals2).
E, OE The Origin of Evil (OE) came from HU freely turning away from

God and to himself. OE was out of nothing, since the U from G
was good (“[I]t was good.” Gen. 1).

OE OE is man’s fault, not God’s; OE displaces original sin, which
latter is absurd.

EG All evils can at times seem good.
PER G, after E and OE came about by HU Fw, permits (PER) E for the

sake of free RM.
REG HU are RM by 1. freely undoing E, and 2. freely “going right” =

Regeneration REG
HN HUs who REG live forever in heaven (HN) after death.
FM The universe is finite matter (FM).

Discussion

We now trace the logical arguments from these premises to see the
outcomes of the various theologies. First, did G create U Ex Nihilo, or Ex
Ipso?

2 F conditionals, means every created person has to be freely able to do either good or evil;
God knows that, but cannot determine the choices. Gale, p. 131.
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Ex Nihilo vs. Ex Ipso

If God G created U Ex Nihilo, then G could create any possible U out
of an infinite number of universes. Ex Nihilo assumes that G can create
any U He pleases! He could create any possible HU, diminished or other-
wise. G can create U without E or OE. But if G made U Ex Ipso, then this U
becomes the only possible U. For G is DI and thus this U is the way we see
it to be, and there can be no other possible U. Given: DI made U Ex Ipso,
therefore U is thus and no other.

Why? Because in G are infinite things, but they make a unity. G’s
infinity does not give an infinite number of possible universes to create,
since it is G’s unity that creates! It is God’s creation of U Ex Nihilo which
introduces a false premise: that G could select how to create U. This
assumes that G could make U without E . Thus since E exists, God selected
the version of U in which E exists, and was a test of HU’s faith in G. But
why test HU’s faith instead of just creating U without E ? Or why not just
prevent HU from E ? This is a big problem for existentialism and the New
Age today: Evil and suffering makes G totally “other” and has left no
mirror of G, leaving U empty and meaningless. Their answer is that G is in
every HU, and there is no actual E . Nor did G create U, but G always exists
in every HU. But this just denies any cosmogony.

This perceived meaninglessness of U can be stated logically: Given N
= Nothing or meaninglessness, and Ex N = Ex Nihilo, then if G is Infinite
and made finite U Ex N, then only N is reflected in the created U, and U is
N. Then G is certainly not mirrored in U! Any Ex N U is “empty” of G. But
if G made U Ex Ipso, then U does mirror G, but also seems to mirror N. So
the difference is in us, not in God. Still, in either case, the only way for HU
to know that G made U at all, is by G revealing WG. After receiving WG,
then HU could see G in U. That is to have “faith” (FG); but if G really did
create U, then this is also true apart from FG. But if HU does not know that
G made U, he can never discover G just by looking at U. Only by revealing
WG to HU can HU know G made U. Without WG, U is N. Hence, Ex N
creation of U leaves a meaningless U, without any sign of G. This to some
is the “clock-maker” view of the Universe: God made it and wound it up,
and left it ticking all on its own. God is nowhere to be seen in the universe.
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We notice there are two Ns: the N out of which many think G made U,
and the N seen in a meaningless U. But these are one and the same N! Any
finite HU by virtue of being finite matter FM, filters out and eliminates G
from being seen in U. FM sees only N in U. Only G revealing WG, can give
HU FG—a factor not always used even in theology! The Word of God is
tautologically the only foolproof proof of God, but by that token is elimi-
nated from any use in proving God!

So G does not actualize, Ex N, any one out of an infinite number of
possible worlds. Instead, G actualized U Ex Ipso; allowing HU to see G in
U, if he has FG in WG first. Seeing N instead of G in U comes from the finite
filter FM in the eye of HU, so that HU never sees G in U unless he first has
FG in WG. If he has FG in WG, then he sees G in U, and sees that G made U
Ex Ipso, but that there is N of infinite G in finite U. There is no pantheism,
because of COR: discrete or quantum levels which correspond.

Thus G creating U Ex Ipso leaves this U as the only possible U.

Time & Space

Augustine was the first to propose that Time (T) came into existence
together with creation. Before him, such a concept as “before creation”
was contemplated. However, Augustine saw that there can be no “time”
before created matter itself has come into existence, and thus that “time”
does not exist with God, but only with the matter He created. That is why
Augustine invented the “howler” that “before Creation,” God stoked an
eternal fire for those who ask: “What did God do before creation?”

A proposition similar to but slightly different from Augustine’s is that
both Time and Space (TS) are functions or properties of finite matter (FM).
Suppose FM has the properties of time and space TS, and T is the time of
creation: then there can be no T “before” creation, thus no T minus one, T-
1. The reason is that TS, being properties of FM, cannot exist before FM
was created. Therefore the question Augustine rose to challenge, “What
did God do before creation?” is absurd, since both “before” and “time”
belong to the same FM. “Before” depends on FM in U, and HU is made of
the same FM as U is. So “before creation,” neither HU nor U nor TS
existed. Therefore, “before creation” is absurd (= the “Ur”-Oxymoron!).
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Instead one could ask: What existed “prior to” creation? “Prior to” is a
causal term of logic linked to effect, not just a temporal term. What did G
do prior to creating U can be answered. However, since TS does not exist
in G, but are properties of FM in U, we must remove the past tense “did,”
and ask: “What is G doing now?” This follows WG, which says God is
“THE I AM.” “Before Abraham was, I am” (John 8:58). And since God is
Infinite and Eternal, DI is without TS, and therefore He never changes;
therefore He does now what He always does; therefore He does now what
He also “did” prior to creating U. Thus “What is G doing now?” is the only
legitimate question. The answer is therefore G’s mere existence. Prior to
creation, G just exists. He exists now just the same as He existed billions of
years ago, when scientists estimate the creative Big Bang occurred.

Therefore, the existence of G is prior to the existence of U, and HU can
see G in U if he has prior faith in WG. TS belong to U, not to G, and the
right question alone can find an answer.

Foreknowledge and Freewill

HU’s condition of freedom is termed F-conditionals, which we will
term Fw. If G made U in which all possible sets of HU have Fw, then does
G have a “middle kind of knowledge” or foreknowledge (FKN) of how
any member of HU will use Fw ? Does such FKN predetermine Fw of HU-
in-U? In other words, does God’s foreknowledge prevent freewill?

This Q is a function of the infinity of G and the creation of a finite U:
Since U is finite inorganic matter, how can a living G be in a U that is dead?
But G made U!! Therefore G can be in U by G’s own imprint in creating U.
Thus Life from G flows in to raise up finite organic forms of life, and thus
can G be in U, and can give life to HU. G is mirrored in His “Image and
Likeness” in HU. To raise up HU from FM (finite matter) in U, G drew out
organic zoological life forms from—but also beyond—organic botanical
life forms, and these were drawn forth from mineral inorganic forms. Thus
G raised up or “created” HU, with Fw . So is Fw just a condition of being
HU?

No. If G made U, then Fw is G-given for any members of HU in U. If
the purpose of existence is REG by HU living by WG, so that there is RM
into HN after death, then “Fw” is not merely a function of the created U,
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but also a G-given means whereby of any member of HU accepts WG on
faith. Such Fw would allow HU to obey WG,—or not! Thus Fw is both G-
given for all members of HU in U, and in addition gives HU the Fw to turn
away from the very G in U who gives both RM and Fw. If HU has no Fw to
turn away from G, it would not be Fw. It is “risk” God takes.

Does G then have FKN of HU Fw ? Does FKN by G predetermine
HU’s Fw ? Since HU’s Fw consists of thinking, feeling and deliberating,
which are mental functions, and these are closer to the infinite than finite
words and actions, which are the means of carrying out mental determina-
tions, therefore God has FKN of the mental means whereby HU has Fw.
But as HU exists in U where there is TS in finite matter (FM), and as there
is no TS with G, who just “is,” consequently G apart from TS is in a “state”
of knowing not only the mental states of any HU, but also what HU freely
does in TS. Knowing an intention means knowing all possible outcomes of
it. This “knowing” is as parents “know” what their offspring will experi-
ence in maturation. They can in fact be absent, and still know. G, being
Infinite and Perfect, knows perfectly.

Since then G made U and also HU in U, therefore all possible Fw
actions of HU in U are FKN by G, apart from TS; therefore, as HU in Fw
disposes his life, G knows all possible actions by HU as part of the state of
being G. As HU chooses either in favor of or against WG, G silently leads
HU back or towards G (or WG); or G withholds HU from departing from
G (or WG). He withholds through fear of consequences, which HU knows
from WG, or cultural upbringing: hell or punishment for evildoers. G
withholds HU from E by PER some consequences warned in WG, happen
to HU; or G prevents consequences from happening to HU if he obeys
WG. But G cannot make any “diminished possible person” (DPP) who
will “always go right.” Thus some HU will by Fw “go wrong,” and despite
G’s FKN and leading, end in hell—“Where their worm does not die, and
the fire is not quenched” (Mark 9:44).

Now in the finite U, there are thermodynamic laws of U, such as
gravity, conservation of energy and matter, displacement, and so on. By
such laws of TS in a finite U, natural accidents happen as contingencies of
those laws. Volcanoes erupt. Earthquakes shake the very TS norms. Winds
blow, floods come. Such TS accidents happen because any member of HU
lives in TS subject to the same laws as are already part of U.
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But mental intentions of HU operate in a higher realm, and as we saw,
are FKN by G apart from TS conditions, yet within the Fw of all HUs: HU
may refuse to accept that E is E , and instead accepts E as Good (EG); this is
because HU invented E, making the Origin of Evil (OE), then since HU
invented E and was the OE, therefore E seems EG to HU. Therefore as long
as HU either does not know, or refuses to admit that E is his own “dar-
ling,” the contingent penalties spelled out in WG about remaining in E will
be permitted by G to befall HU: “Whoever commits sin is the servant of
sin” (John 8:34). “Say to the mountain, Fall on us” (Luke 23:30). G lets a
sample of E return on head of HU to warn him away from E. HU will feel
guilt. However, to HU, this “penalty” will look similar to the pain of a TS
accident (a tornado, for example). Still, HU has the Fw to admit the guilt as
a penalty attached to E. Only when HU sees E as E in himself, and not as
Good, and repents of E, does he come into favor with G. Then, often but
not always HU is exempted from more accidents: No one can tell good and
evil people apart just by what happens to them. “He makes His sun rise on
the evil and on the good” (Matt. 5:45). It seems unfair, like a lottery. But
that is why there is Theodicy: If G is good, and created U, why is there E?
Answer: OE was invented by HU, and has unpredictable consequences.

However, because E can be either from TS or from OE, consequently
no HU can know if repenting of E prevents worse consequences from
happening, since TS E continue to happen anyhow by mere natural law. A
repentant HU will still catch flu! Thus the hand of G is not possibly seen in
U, but can be seen only if HU has faith in WG, and looks back and gives
thanks to G. “O give thanks to the Lord, for He is good.” Then all Good is
seen by HU, and attributed to G.

Origin of Evil: HU’s invention

If God could create any possible U, then He could create U in which E
did not exist. E exists. Why did G make U with E ? Why did G not make U
without E ?

But it was shown that G cannot create an infinite numbers of possible
worlds, since He did not create U Ex Nihilo, but Ex Ipso. Therefore, this U
is the only possible one, and it has E in it: but G is Good, and is not the OE.
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The only source left: HU who has Fw, a “diminished possibly person”
(DPP).

Since G made U and made HU to be DPP in U, and since G is
omnibenevolent, yet there is E, therefore G made HU before HU invented
E. “And behold it was very good” (Gen. 1:31). How then did HU invent E,
thus OE?

Since HU is finite in a finite U, and needs a G-given WG to teach him
how to be REG, and RM from E for a life in HN after death; and since G
made HU with Fw (freedom conditionals), therefore HU can either turn to
G and WG, or turn away from them. Genesis speaks of Fw in the Tree of
Life (TL), and tree of knowledge (TK), and the serpent (Sss). But why did G
not cast out Sss?

 But both HU and U are finite, with TS properties and limitations.
Therefore, TL, TK, and Sss are also properties of HU in U! In other words,
the two trees and the serpent are biblical symbols of human mental
abilities. TL is HU in Fw turning to G in WG, and accepting all LIFE (L) is
from G. TK however, is HU’s ability to reason either in favor of or against
WG, and either in favor of L being from G or L being from HU himself!
And Sss is the pleasure of coming up with sensual proofs as arguments
against WG: “Let him now come down from the cross!” (Matt. 27:42)

Thus if HU has Fw, then he can argue for WG or against WG. HU can
listen or not listen to Sss, that is his own doubts. HU can just “look at TK”
and see Sss, but not “eat of it,” even if Sss suggests this to HU’s desire (=
Eve). If HU listens to Sss, and not only looks at, but listens to Sss and also
eats of TK, then the pleasure is promised by Sss: “You shall know good
and evil.” So HU invented E, creating OE in himself by turning his back on
G and WG. Thus HU confirmed that L was from himself, not from G. HU
was expelled from Eden. All HUs today “remember” this by general
feelings of guilty conscience.

Thus, for finite HU to exist with Fw, TL, TK and Sss are in-built parts
of HU’s TS existence in U. They were not put there by G to test HU: they
are part of the Fw of HU. TL, TK and Sss are normal parts of HU’s mental
conditions. It is by these that G has FKN of HU in U, which yet does not
remove Fw.

Thus Fw actions of HU are part of being in finite U. Since there are
consequences of living by WG, and these come as RM and eternal life in
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HN, therefore HU is not judged for OE by G while living in the finite U.
Since HU invented E , there are consequences of this also, and that is
inborn E tendencies, or hereditary evil (HE). Offspring tend to repeat their
forebears’ evils. “I will visit the iniquity of the fathers on the children to the
third and fourth generation” (Exodus 20.5).

But HE is just a prompt to E, but is not actual E . Thus G has mercy and
forgiveness for HU: “Father forgive them, they know not what they do . . .”
(Luke 23:34) E, at first just HE, is tolerated and permitted because HU does
not at first know HE is E, since E seems EG. HE and E give pleasure, but
Good has a more subtle higher pleasure. From education, HU finds from
WG (or ancient cultural traditions [CT] derived from earlier WG ) what is
E, and can see E in himself. Thus HU has Fw either to stick with E and
confirm HE, or to avoid HE in the name of G or WG, and thereby receive
Good: “Cleanse first the inside of the cup and platter” (Matt. 23:26). Only
WG (or true CT) can educate HU how to shun E to receive Good, and thus
the consequences of RM and happiness in HN.

That presupposes a last judgment (LJ) for each HU if not all HU
together. Since TS laws and Fw of HU prevent him from seeing G in U
with any great certainty, consequently LJ cannot happen in the finite U,
but only after death in a world of a higher DG, in COR with a lower one
with finite TS limitations removed. Then the wheat and tares can be
separated at the time of harvest, when the “tares” are thrown into the fire,
namely the burning desire to live for oneself, with anger against all who
oppose. “Their fire is not quenched” (Mark 9:44). That is hellfire while HN
is the “wedding feast” and “eternal life” (Matt. 25:10, 46).

CONCLUSION

The original premises of logic based on Ex Nihilo creation and the
Vicarious Atonement and “dying for us,” are offset and shifted by the
alternate premises. The basic conclusions we have reached are: God actu-
alized the Universe out of Himself, thus in the one and only possible way,
but with discrete degrees removing God from His creation, yet allowing
Him to flow into it with Life. The universe over time has been given, and
by now includes, both the concept of nothingness as a barrier between the
infinite and the finite, and evil as being part of finite resistance to the
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Infinite God’s gift of life; plus revealed instructions for all finite beings.
The Infinite Divine Itself or God is prior to the finite universe created by
Him, but “prior” here is not a time-loaded word, but a quantum-gap sense
of the meaning. The Word of God is the Infinite’s way of giving finite
humans a finite means to follow the Infinite’s directions. That means the
Word, too, has quantum gaps, or levels of meaning. And since evil is the
result of a negative response to these directions, evil does not originate
from God but from the negative choice of the human being. God then “lets
man run with his choice” in order to show the consequences of evil on
others and on himself. That is how God made the universe and it is good,
but there is still evil. HU is at fault, not G.

And the reason for evil and suffering afflicting innocent bystanders
through no fault of their own, or why evildoers are not always punished,
is that the judgment and punishment are delayed or suspended for the
sake of free will self-corrective actions taken by both the victims and
perpetrators. Without that delay, what chance would anyone have? Since
evil came about through human freewill invention, consequently it has to
be undone by human intervention. No one is going to rush to this task!
HU’s refusal to admit his own evils, is what calls for a Divine delay in
justice, which then raises complaints against God’s lack of care, and even
questions his existence. But God’s mercy “endures forever.” G can outwait
HU’s obstinacy. Anyone can return to Him when all else seems lost.

The Tree of Knowledge and the Serpent are human abilities, to turn
either to God or to self. HU is free to think either way and act on it.
However, an interior freedom comes from following the Tree of Life,
which is turning to God and His Word. But the “fact” that the Infinite
created the finite, and that “redemption” is necessary, depends on admit-
ting that time and space belong only to the material universe, that evil
seems good until we are told the difference, and meaning lies beyond the
grave.

Real happiness is possible if people keep the golden rule of con-
science, even when no one is making you do so. When God and the
neighbor are loved, then everyone is their “brother/sister’s keeper.”

This exercise has been to show that there are alternatives in what often
seems to be a futile or fatalistic world. The theodicy of Leibniz depends on
premises for which there are alternatives. Gale’s arguments run into ob-
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stacles which are answered by other premises, leading to different conclu-
sions. Whether or not the rules of logic have been followed, the rules of
reason must go wherever answers can be found. And in any case, if there is
purpose in the universe, then we must logically all meet again in an
hereafter, where our own final tally can be compared against all others.
The truth will come out when we “know as also we are known” (I Cor.
13:12). The long expected Second Coming must surely involve or give an
accounting for one’s life here in an afterlife; it must give a detailed expla-
nation of the Bible, of how God redeems HU in U, in all times. Our bet is
that God, who by definition provides answers before any question is raised,
has already given those answers, and they await our discovery.

If so, Pascal should by now know whether he won his own bet! T
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